By incorporating dynamical aspects of hadron reactions, which closely correspond to the pattern of the urbaryon rearrangement diagram CURD), P 8 -B 8 reaction amplitude is constructed in the impact parameter representation. The main dynamical aspects are that the impact parameter to form observed resonances in P 8 -B 8 reaction takes an almost universal value and that angular distributions have almost energy-independent dips (with the positions However, substantial clues to the nature of the urbaryon, the subhadronic entity, may be obtained not only by analyzing the unified face but also by pursuing the diverse face of hadrons that is to be expected from their composite structure. The diverse face may be approached not only by analyzing static quantities but by examining, above all, dynamical aspects of reactions in which hadrons change themselves, and new characteristics of the urbaryon should appear. Okubo and Iizuka's selection rule 3 ) of hadron decay should afford one of the substantial clues to the nature of the urbaryon.
The unified face of hadrons expected from the Sakata modeF) was greatly clarified by static means such as quantum number assignment to, and classification of, low-lying hadrons especially through the introduction of unitary symmetry by Ogawa. 2 ) However, substantial clues to the nature of the urbaryon, the subhadronic entity, may be obtained not only by analyzing the unified face but also by pursuing the diverse face of hadrons that is to be expected from their composite structure. The diverse face may be approached not only by analyzing static quantities but by examining, above all, dynamical aspects of reactions in which hadrons change themselves, and new characteristics of the urbaryon should appear. Okubo and Iizuka's selection rule hadronic and the sub-hadronic level *l may be the rearrangement mechanism 5 l of the urbaryon. A series of analyses of the urbaryon rearrangement (abbreviated as UR) reactions initiated by one of the authors (M.I.) and others 6 l- 12 l showed that dynamical aspects of hadron reactions are well mapped on simple rearrangement patterns of the urbaryon behind the reactions. The patterns are represented by a set of UR diagrams (abbreviated as URD) of several connected lines, each of which expresses an untearable flow of the urbaryon as a carrier of sub-hadronic quantum numbers. The purpose of this and forth-coming papers is to inquire into a variety of dynamical aspects of the composite hadron structure, by tracing up this mapping as a clue.**)
1-1 Basic assumptions of the UR
Basic assumptions of the UR are as follows: I) A reaction amplitude of hadrons is given by such a linear combination of possible UR amplitudes that satisfies unitary symmetry. There are some possible assumptions of the symmetry-U(3), the f/d ratio in it, SU(6)-, the choice of which will be specified when necessary. Among various composite models, we take the simplest triplet version, the quark model. 13 ) At least, low-lying hadrons are dominated by the configuration of the minimum number of urbaryons. II) The UR is subject to Okubo-lizuka's selection rule. 3 l In the process of the UR, any pair of urbaryons which have constructed one hadron are forbidden to annihilate by themselves. Any newly created pair of urbaryons are forbidden to form one hadron by themselves so that they separate and fuse together with other urbaryons into two hadrons.
Then the allowed UR is represented by a set of URD of connected urbaryon lines. The fundamental URD of meson-baryon (M-B) reactions is shown in Fig. 1.1-URD of the H, X or Z type. There is another fundamental amplitude fn, which is diffractive and corresponds to non-rearrangement of the urbaryon. The total cross section or lmfn (t = 0) and the t dependence of fn in the forward region t 2:-0.5 Ge V 2 can be explained by adding optical potentials between two urbaryons in the eikonal approximation. 6 l For our purpose, however, it will not be fruitful, for the time being, to go a step further into the diffraction mechanism, and we assume simply a phenomenological diffractive amplitude in the present attempt.
1-2 Achievement of the UR hitherto attained
Let us summarize several correspondences of the URD to aspects of high energy reactions:
*l The first attempt to attack hadron reactions, taking into consideration the composite structure, although without resorting to details of sub-hadronic dynamics, was the one-boson-exchange model. 4 l **l A part of the contents of this paper was published before in preliminary form. 10 >
A) The energy dependence of cross section (J is expressed by the minimum number nR of the rearranged urbaryon as 6 ) with r = 0.3/""-'0.5 .
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It is to be noted that (1·1) holds also in a rather low energy region. Not only is this behaviour observed in two-and quasi- 1.1, but it can also be generalized in agreement with experiment to multiple production processes in which the URD is more complex.
)
B) The real-imaginary ratio at t::::::::O of a reaction is negative provided that it contains the X amplitude.
6 )
The forward (backward) angular distribution drJ I dt (drJ I du') of a reaction which is rna ppecl only on the )( type URD shows a smooth t (u') dependence. C) In contrast to (B), drJ I dt of a reaction containing the H amplitude shows generally a marked clip bump structure. 10 ) This reaction is dominated by s channel resonances at low and intermediate energies.
D) drJ I du' of a reaction shows generally a clip bump structure 10 ) with a prominent backward peak, provided it contains the Z amplitucle. 6 ) Effects of s channel resonances are usually observed in this reaction also. E) From an analysis of M-B reactions it was found that a spin-non-flip amplitude of the X type fx(s, t) is almost real and negative at t::::::::O, while that of the H type fH(s, t) is almost imaginary, and that their magnitudes are nearly equal :
In Regge language, fx is the sum of, and fH is the difference between, the degenerate vector and tensor trajectories. 6 ) F) From an analysis of meson-meson scattering on the basis of (E), (B) and (C) making use of the finite energy sum rule,
9
) it was found that the X amplitude behaves as a repulsive background at low energies. G) The URD gives a graphic manifestation of duality. 8 ) The H, X and Z amplitudes are s-t, t-u and, u-s dual, respectively.
1-3 Remarks and summary
We give below several remarks, which may be important for the further *> Such phenomenological behaviour was originally proposed by Morrison by referring not to nR but to exchanged quantum numbers.14) **> This beheviour is proper to triplet type urbaryon models_13) The other urbaryon models do not have such a simple rule.6> development of the UR approach. Some of them are starting points of the present attempt, and the others form a summary of our results. 1) In view of the close correspondences of the dynamical aspects of the hadron level to the URD patterns in the region of small It I or I u' I, we seek the UR amplitude incorporating all dynamical aspects in a wider region of s, t and u.*l 2), :K_eys we take for this are three phenomenological characteristics: i) The s-rnR behaviour of (J mentioned above in (1·1). ii) ·The dip relation 10 l that the dip positions of d6 / dt inCluding the H amplitude are almost independent of energy and are related as (1· 3) where t 0 , t1 and t 2 , respectively, denote the positions of the first, second and third dips. A summary of the data is given in Table I. 1. x--p 0. 8 3 iii) Generalized Ogawa's rule for resonances, which will be explained below.
3) Ogawa 16 l noticed in 1960 that the first, second and third nucleon resonances are observed at energies corresponding to a constant value of the impact para- where u 0 ', u1', · · · denote the first, second, · · · backward dip positions respectively. On the contrary, the X amplitude has no singular dependence on b but has a simple Gaussian form.
In § 4, a quantitative fit of our amplitudes to the experiment is shown by taking d6 / dt and polarization of elastic n± -P scattering for illustration. 5) s channel resonances are expected to dominate in the energy region insofar as the dip relation (1· 5) holds (up to at least vs r-v7 Ge V). Generalized Ogawa's rule implies either that resonances will be in the future observed on the effective trajectory or that certain strong correlations between the leading and daughter resonances in a tower at fixed s result in the bending effective trajectory or the corresponding interaction density. Furthermore, the s-rnR behaviour (1·1) implies a specific s dependence of the resonance residues or the interaction density ( Fig. 3. 2 ). These points are discussed from the view of duality ( § 5-1 and 2). They are connected to the exchange degeneracy and its breakdown. The s dependence of the interaction density may be related to hadron electromagnetic form factors. 6) In the UR approach, we encounter complex problems of spin of both the hadron and the urbaryon levels.
l
To avoid complexity of the spin problems, we treat, above all, Pa (the octet JP = o-meson) -Ba (the octet JP = 1/2+ baryon) scattering quantitatively in this paper. Our results could be successfully extended to other two-or quasi-two-body hadron reactions, if several factors such as the exchange degeneracy and its breakdown and possible interference between UR amplitudes are properly taken into consideration ( § 5-3). 7) Dynamical aspects, which we incorporate into the H, X and Z amplitudes here, are concerned with rather large values of the impact parameter of about 5/Ge V. New aspects will presumably appear in an inner region with small b.
*> Several discussions suggest a bending trajectory,lB)
It is naturally expected that the amplitudes obtained in the present paper have their limit of validity, and that more complex patterns and/ or new topological patterns of the URD may work} 1 ) 8) The fundamental aim of our rather phenomenological approach is to get substantial clues to the nature of the urbaryon. In §5-4, a comment on the nature of the urbaryon, suggested by our attempt, is made that the urbaryon may not be an entity of the particle nature. § 2. Generalized Ogawa's rule and the dip relation (2 ·1) is, and one of main points to be discussed in this paper is that the constancy of b and-the s independence of ltol together with the dip relation t 0 : t 1 : t 2~1 : 4 : 9 come from the same mechanism. Apart from details of the If the hypothesis of infinitely rising linear trajectories is valid, the effective trajectory aeff (s) must be a certain weighted average on the tower of the leading and daughter trajectories at a given s, as will be discussed in § 5-l. m every possible channel. We note that scaling from b 0 of (2 ·1) or (2 · 3) to a 0 is related to our 
phenomenological analysis m § 4.
Meson resonances also seem to be subject to generalized Ogawa's rule. d6 / dt of elastic P-P scattering shows a marked dip bump structure satisfying the dip relation. Unfortunately, the concept of the impact parameter is not useful near or below the threshold of elastic scattering, and in ii) It damps rapidly at large b because of the effect of a finite range of interactions. For simplicity, the damping factor is assumed to have a Gaussian form based on the Regge pole exchange.
iii) It has the energy dependence of the s-rnR behaviour of (1·1) with nR=2 in the forward region, i.e., F n(s, t::::::::O) ocs-
is almost imaginary in a forward direction ( § 1-2 (E)). The requirements i) "-'iv) may have a strong correlation to one another, as will be discussed in § 5. But we construct the H amplitude here phenomenologically, takmg the requirements· into account one by one. From i), the H amplitude contains the Breit-Wigner form as The simplest form of F n(s, b) that satisfies these requirements IS
The factor c (s) is introduced to satisfy requirement iii) in such a way as c (s) rx
The implication of c (s) for resonance structure will be discussed m § 5. 
k kr (See Appendix I.) This is indeed over-simplified, and a modification to extend the o type function will be made in § 3-2. From (3 · 6) and (3 ·1) we obtain
From requirement iv), it is plausible that 1-
The X amplitude is obtained in a similar way:
i) Since it corresponds to the direct channel real background ( § 1-2 (F)), its interaction density is a smooth function of b.
ii) It has a Gaussian damping factor at large b expected from the t channel exchange.
iii) From the s-rnR behaviour, F x(s, t::::::::
tude which satisfies requirements i), ii) and iii) we assume
As an ampli-
is suggested from the one-boson-exchange model 4 ) and was used by Kanada and Yasuno to analyze n-N scattering. 20 ) From requirement iv) and (3 ·10) fx 1~g XR r-...~0 and fxR, Uxr>O. Then we get
As the Z amplitude dominates in the backward direction, we consider the partial wave expansion by introducing (}' =rc-8. The partial wave sum is mo-
Each sum is separately replaced by an integral: 
kr k 
The factor (1-2b 0 2 l Ri) should be determined by experiment.
A comment must be added to the X amplitude in the backward regwn. If it commonly behaves as a real background in even and odd waves, its contribution cancels out and gives no backward peak of d6 I du'. This amplitude, however, should include contributions from u channel exchange, and the degeneracy of the even and odd waves may be broken. Then a backward peak would appear with the energy dependence d6 I du' ocs-3 r.
In a way similar to the forward direction, the X amplitude is formulated in the backward region as follows: where Ii is the modified Bessel function. In amplitudes is given as follows:
. m sin{} g s, = z 16n .
xA(s,t)a(a+1)D,
'"" vs 
are given m the impact parameter representation as follows : 22 ) X sin - The Regge amplitude corresponding to the X type URD has a similar form to ours:
On the other hand, the Regge amplitude corresponding to the H type URD changes largely and rapidly at brv5jGe V. Such behaviour in the peripheral region must be the characteristic aspect of duality .
18 )
The signature factor part of this Regge amplitude corresponds to our amplitude as follows:
Previously, the resonance behaviour was shown on the Argand diagram by a partial wave expansion of the Regge pole exchange amplitude. 23 )
The behaviour IS attributed to the signature factor. On the contrary, the signature factor part is due to the resonance amplitude m our amplitudes. 
. Pion-nucleon elastic scattering
The present section aims at showing that the UR amplitudes reasonably incorporate characteristic aspects of hadron dynamics, by giving examples of angular distribution do I dt and polarization P(t) of elastic n± -P scattering in the forward hemisphere. A quantitative treatment of backward scattering will be made in another paper, together with quantitative analyses of the other two-and quasitwo-body reactions.
According to § 3, the n-N scattering amplitude is written down as follows:
is the diffractive amplitude due to the optical theorem. The H amplitude IS given as follows by (3 · 8) and by the multiplying factor exp (Bt) of extended interaction density in § 3-2: The X amplitude is given as follows by (3 · 9) and (3 ·10):
fn(s, t) = [ -fnRYJ1(y) +ifmJo(y)]c"(s)exp(Bt), gn(s, t) = ± [ -gnRJl(y) +igmyJo(Y)]cv(s)
expfx(s, t) = -fxR(s) (kRx 2 12) exp (tRx 2
14), gx(s, t) =igXI(s) v-i(kRx 3 l2)exp(tRil4).
(4·5)
Before fitting to experiment, let us note that the sign and even the order of magnitude of most of the parameters in (4 · 2rv5) are rather uniquely determined. These are discussed one by one below: i) (J T and A in ( 4 · 2) are experimental quantities.
ii) In the region where nucleon resonances are observed ( -/s ~3 Ge V or the laboratory pion momentum PL~4 Ge VIc), the four coefficients in ( 4 · 4) can be estimated, from which fEIR-:::::..gHI are larger by a factor of several than fHr-:::::..gHR· As will be shown later, it is the term ginbv' -tJ 0 that dominantly contributes to the second peak at -t-::::::.. Ge VIc by the observed resonances, and also by one of the authors (F.T.) and others, 25 ) who, examining the "experimental" amplitude obtained from available phase shift analyses at PL = 0.7 rv2.1 Ge vIc from the viewpoint of duality, clarified that the n-N amplitude is dominated by observed resonances.
On the contrary, a simple extrapolation of gmv'nlk from the observed resonances is insufficient to reproduce (drJidtl-t=1.a) 112 at v's>3 GeV, which is just the region where the leading trajectory deviates from the effective trajectory as seen in Fig. 2. 1 and, instead of the former, the averaged resonant interaction density of the latter, shown in Fig. 3. 2 In the previous sections, we have investigated the resonance mechanism by fully considering generalized Ogawa's rule and the dip relation, and arrived at the concept of effective resonance. We investigate in this section what conditions are imposed upon the effective resonances, when duality and the s-rnR behaviour*> are taken into account.
5-1 The s-rnR behaviour, duality and effective resonances
Each of three types of URD in P 8 -B 8 scattering amplitudes has its own dual properties and is required to show the s-rnR behaviour. In P 8 -B 8 scattering the so-called duality solutions were obtained by many authors.
)
According to Barger and Michael, for example, a duality solution is given by two exchange degenerate However, this s-rnR behaviour is one of the most important aspects of the UR, that is observed from rather low to high energies. In our duality scheme this energy dependence has to be attributed to the residues of effective resonances, provided that H and Z amplitudes are concerned. In other words, the effective resonances must have appropriate correlations with one another. The simplest solution which gives this s-rnR behaviour to each URD amplitude is shown in /3 (fJ.>., s, ±) where fJ.>-and the double sign ± . denote SU(3) multiplet and parity of the resonance, respectively, and the suffix A. of fJ. denotes a freedom such as the f/ d ratio of the octet representation, is decomposed as follows in our URD picture:
where f3nR (fJ.>.) is referred to as "nR-coupJ.ing strength" (the residue of effective resonance caused by rearrangement process of nR urbaryons), while anR (fJ.>., ±)
denotes the numerical weight of this term listed in Table V In this way, the effective resonance residue (3 (/1; ..,, s, ±) reflects specific compositeness of hadrons in the meaning of the URD. In order to assure unitarity, the most dominant term a 2 (/1A., ±) !32 (/1A.) should be positive. As is seen in Table  V . 1, a 2 is positive, so /3 2 should be positive. The sign of the other f3nR (nR~2) relative to {3 2 can be determined if precise experimental data such as polarization in the backward region are known.
The effective resonance residue (3 (/1"', s, ±) is also defined as the sum of all resonance residues on the tower at energy s, as illustrated in Fig. 3. 2 . If the leading trajectories are linear in s and their residues decrease as e- 8 (as is widely accepted 35 l), the leading trajectories are insufficient to reproduce the s-rnR behaviour, and low-lying daughters will play important role. In this way (3 (/1;..,, s, ±) can be expressed as denotes density of resonances at the position (ar, s) on the tower at energy s (Fig. 5. 1 ). Generalized Ogawa's rule is expressed by the above density function Par (/1;..,, s) as If there is no Z type URD, it is evident that {3 3 = {3 4 = 0 and exchange degeneracy (ED) are correct to the order /3 2 , but ED is broken by the amount {3 5 which will be, however, very small at intermediate and high energies. In this way, the H amplitude does not satisfy complete ED but ED is broken a little. The most important ED breaking term comes, of course, from the Z amplitude, 36 l which introduces exchange forces and violates ED by the /3 3 -term (Table V In accordance with the preceding discussion the dominant part of the form factors is assumed to have the form: for baryon, 37 ) for meson. (5. 21) shows prominent dips in both forward and backward regions. 39 ) In our scheme, the same situation is expected in rc+p--'?K+ ];+ process. 40 sonances seem to have a rather small b 0 compared with those of Na and Nr, and would obscure the dips. These would also be :filled by the X amplitude which has the opposite sign to that in rc-p~rc 0 n in the UR scheme. 43 ) In the backward region of the latter, clear dips are expected from the Z amplitude. c) The X amplitude is significant and interferes with the Hand/or Z amplitudes, as would be in rc-p~r;n. d) A number of spin dependent amplitudes interfere, as in P 8 B 8~ V 9 B 10 • However, a regularity similar to that in P 8 -B 8 scattering may remain in some cases.
5-4 On the nature of the urbaryon
The s-rnR behaviour of the UR indicates a curious property of the urbaryon. In This curious property comes, :first of all, from Okubo-Iizuka's selection rule 3 ) assumed in the UR. The urbaryon selects a specified partner in annihilation and in for- At any rate, we could infer that the urbaryon is not an entity of the particle nature. This may be related to fractional quantum numbers carried by the urbaryon line in the simplest version of the triplet urbaryon models. 44 ) lightening discussions and comments. This work was encouraged by the moleculartype research group on urbaryon rearrangement organized by the Research Institute for Fundamental Physics, Kyoto. 
where (S) or (D) denotes that the amplitude contains [IJ or [10] component, respectively.
Appendix III
The numerical coefficients Cao--ca (f.l.""; nR) in the reaction a+ b~c + d defined 
are listed for some P 8 -B 8 scatterings in Table A3 . 1. The double sign in the 
